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15 Oct 1976 . 

DC Info US 

V ^ cc: DC Comm US - DG US 
V, 

cc: Guardian Comm WW - Guardian WW 

DG Info WW 

cc: US Sec WW 

Dear Dick, 

Attached ia a project which can be utilised to debug and accomplish 

any infiltrating target you may be having trouble with in your area.. 

Each time it is implemented on a target, B1 WW ia to be notified 

and it is to be fully done for that target* 

l 

When reporting, your reference will be: 
« 

Weavers Needle : Cazares 

or some such. 

Love, 

Mo 

/fP - 

7/tM?.. 

7/T' 



CONDITIONAL TARGETS: 

1. Obtain or construct from data obtained an org board of the agency 

or organisation to be infiltrated, and establish in which office/section 

of the agency the C of S file is most likely to be. 

2* Find out what the requirements are if any, to become employed 

by the agency with particular emphasis on the office/section 

of the agency found in CT 1 and how one goes about getting placed 

there. Be sure this is done very thoroughly so no requirement 

is missed. 

3. Do a complete survey of the physical aspects of the agency or or¬ 

ganization, layout of office/section of agency, doors, windows, 

etc. 

A. Obtain or compile from data obtained a list of all non-agency or 

non-organization people who would have access in the area, such 

as cleaning or floor-polishing firms, repairmen, and so forth. 

Be sure you have covered all possibilities of access. 

5. If potential agent does not meet some tequirenent found in CT 2, 

establish if this can be handled. For example, if person must 

be able to type, but can't, put him on a crash typing course. 

If requirement can be handled, see that it is handled. 

OPERATING TARGETS: 

1. Survey the org or missions in your area to find out if they have 

any persons on their lines who already work for the agency or 

organization to be Infiltrated. Do this under the pretext of 

checking internal security. 
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11 Oct 1976 

PROJECT : WEAVER'S NEEDLE 

MAJOR TARGET; 

To successfully Infiltrate (name of agency or organization) to 

locate and obtain their files on the C of S. 

PRIMARY TARGETS: 

1. DAG Info or AG Info for (area) responsible for the successful 

completion of this programme. 

2« The agent recruited for this programme is responsible for 

successfully carrying out his targets. 

3. The Case Officer/agent relationship is established and kept in 

with the agent so that any problems arising with the agent 

personally or otherwise are handled smoothly and immediately. 

VITAL TARGETS: 

1. . Total security must be kept in at all times. 

2. Agent recruited must not be FTS and must be security cleared 

and bonded. 

—3. To keep WW informed of progress and sny bugs in the programme. 

When reporting, keep security in and only refer to the programme 

by its code name. 



2. 

JU 

Compile a list of students, PCs, FSMs, and GASs of the org and 

■isaions, including what jobs they hold and any special skills 

or backround they have which would help them get placed in the 

•gency or organization to be infiltrated. 

3. Co over th. .bo,, two lUt. to ... .ho could b.co». ,„d 

who fits the requirements as per conditionals. 

4. Check up on these person's backround and ethics history and see 

if they are in security. 

5. Approach and interview the prospects and see if they are willing 

to help the GO. (Don't tell them everything at this point). 

6. Close and recruit one agent who fits requirements. Don't drop 

comm lines with any other potential agent as they may be of use. 

7. Have agent checked for PTS, security cleared and bonded. 

8. Brief the agent on what is needed and wanted. 

9. Handle all smaller out requirements, unhandled case bugs or 

-missing confront which acts as a stop so that the person will 

safely be able to to the project. 

10. At this point have agent apply to get placed with the agency 

or organization, if possible In the office/section of the agency 

siost likely to have the C of 8 files. If agent already works 

for the agency or organization, have him/her apply for transfer 



to required office/section of the agency as possible. 

11. Drill agent heavily on the agent hat ao he/she can handle any situation. 

12. Work out a cover for the agent in case his/her name has at some 

point appeared in the Auditor or local mags. Establish secondary 

cover of Freedom press reporter. 

13. Remove all records of the agent ever being oiuany org or mission 

lines. 

14. Instruct the agent to not come near the org or mission as from now 

and to remove himself from known Scientologists. 

15. Work out security precautions, in security cooa lines and a safe 

house. 

* 

16. Follow up Tgt 10 and get the agent to get placed. Debug as necessary. 

17. When he has gotten placed, have the agent find out exactly where 

the C of S file is, how to gain access to it, and what security 

precautions there are. 

18. If no immediate access to the file is possible, work out ways of 

- having the agent moved to get placed where he will be able to 
0 • 

-gain access. 

19. Work out a very in security method of either removing the files, 

for covert op copying and then replacing them, or have them covertly 

copied where they are. Then get the file. 



20. Keep the agent in place until given OK from WV to remove 

PRODUCTION TARGETS: 

1. Conditionals 1 & 2 * 1 week 

2. Op Targets 1-6 - 3 weeks 

3. Op Targets 7-14 - 4 weeks 

4. Op targets 15-20-4 weeks 

Programme completion 3 months 


